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Normal consensual reflex definition



This article requires the attention of an expert on the subject. To explain the problem with the article, add a reason or call parameter to this template. When placing this tag, consider assigning this request to the WikiProject. (March 2011) Consensual response is any reflex observed on one side of the
body when stimulated on the other. For example, if an individual's right eye is shielded and the light shines into the left eye, the right look will narrow, as will the left. This is because an afferential signal transmitted through one optic nerve connects to the Edinger-Westphal nuclei, whose axons run on both
the right and left eye-motor nerves. See also Pupillar light reflex - Section of clinical significance. Reference This medical article is stub. You can help Wikipedia by expanding it.vte Obtained from to add Contributing Editors: add Reflex are involuntary responses that are usually associated with protective
or regulatory functions[1]. They require a receptor, afferential neuron, efferential neuron and effector to achieve the desired effect[1]. In this article we will cover various reflexes involving the eye and their ophthalmological considerations. Eye reflexes Pupilárny light reflective path Pupilárny light reflex is an
autonomous reflex that narrows the pupil in response to light, thereby adjusting the amount of light that reaches the retina[2]. Pupilar narrowing occurs by innervation of the iris muscle sphincter, which is controlled by the parasympathetic system [2]. Pathway: Afferent pupil fibres begin on the cell layer of
the ganglion of the retina and then travel through the optic nerve, optical chiasm and optical tract, connect to the brachy of the superior colic and wander into the pretectal area of the middle bar, which sends the fibers bilaterally into the efferent Edinger-Westphal cores of the occular motor complex[2].
From the nucleus of E-W, efferent pupilar parasympathetic preganglionic fibers travel to the oculomotor nerve synapse in the ciliary ganglion, which sends parasympathetic postganglionic axons in a short ciliary nerve to innervate the iris sphincter of smooth muscle through M3 muscarinic receptors[1][2].
As a result of the innervation of bilateral E-W yal, a direct and consensual pupilar response is radiating[2]. Ophthalmological considerations: Pupillar light reflex testing is useful for identifying relative afferential pupilar error (RAPD) due to asymmetric different lesion output anywhere along the different
pupilar pathways as described above[1]. In rapd patients, when the light shines in the affected eye, the dilation of both pupils will be due to an abnormal afferential arm [3]. When the examiner swings light on the pristine eye, both matures narrow. Rapd detection requires two eyes, but only one functioning
pupil; if the other pupil is unable to trim, for example as a result of the third nervous the reverse RAPD test may be carried out by means of a flashlight test (1). Direct and consensual responses should be compared in a reactive pupil. If the reactive pupil narrows more with a direct response than with a
consensual response, then the RAPD is in the inactive pupil. Alternatively, if the reactive pupil narrows down more with a consensual response than with a direct response, then the RAPD is in the reactive mature. RAPD may occur as a result of subsequent lesions in the pupil's light reflective pathways
(e.g. optical tract or racing nuclei)[4]. Transient RAPD may occur secondary to local anaesthesia[4]. Pupilar leakage is an abnormal pupilar reaction to bright light, in which the pupil initially narrows the light and then slowly thins to its original size[4]. Pupillary leakage can occur on the part of the diseased
optic nerve or retina, most often in patients with a central field defect. Short diagram illustrating the most common testing of pupils in ophthalmology/neuroophthalmology. Courtesy of CM Prospero Ponce MD Pupillary dark reflex Dark reflex expands the pupil in response to darkness[1]. It can also occur as
a result of a generalised sympathetic reaction to physical stimuli and can be strengthened by psychosensitivity stimuli such as sudden noise or tightness of the back of the neck, or passive return of the pupil to a relaxed state. Horner syndrome pupil will show dilation delay Pathway: In response to
darkness, retinal and optic tract fibers send signals to neurons in the hypothalamus, which then descend on the miche lateral corner segments of T1-T3[2]. Sympathetic preganglionic neurons in lateral corner segments send fibers to the end to sympathetic neurons in the superior cervical ganglion, which
sends sympathetic postganglionic axons through the long ciliary nerve to the iris dilator muscle. Ophthalmological considerations: Expansion delay may occur in patients with a defect in sympathetic innervation of the pupil, such as Horner's syndrome[4]. It is described as greater anisocoria 5 seconds after
removal of light from the eye compared to 15 seconds after removal of light. The expansion delay may be tested by observing both pupils in a damp light after the bright light of the room has been switched off. Normal pupils return to their widest size in 12-15 seconds; However, a pupil with a dilation delay
can take up to 25 seconds to return to its maximum size. Another method of testing lag dilation is to take flash photos for 5 seconds and 15 seconds to compare the difference in anisocoria; a difference in anisocortic between 5 seconds and 15 seconds greater than 0,4 mm indicates a positive test.
Detection of dilation by infrared videography is the most sensitive diagnostic test for Horner syndrome[4]. Other Pupil Reflexes Westphal-Piltz Reflex was recorded by Von Graefe, Westphal and Piltz at different times. The reflex describes the finding of pupillary narrowing in the dark or as part of closing
the eyelids when you go into This is believed to be due to okulomotor disinhibition. Ciliospinal Reflex Ciliospinal reflex is a pupilar dilation in response to harmful stimuli, such as pinched, on the face, neck or upper trunk. Pathway: Trigeminal nerve or cervical pain fibers, which are part of the lateral
spinotamic tract, carry different inputs of the ciliospinal reflex. [6] Sympathetic fibers from the upper thoratic and lower cervical michus form the efferent part of the ciliospinal reflex. [6] Centrally sympathetic fibers, which are in the first order of neurons, begin in the hypothalam and follow the path down the
brainstem into the cervical cord through the upper thorax segments. [6] Second order sympathetic neurons then leave the cervicothoracic cord from C8-T2 through the dorsal spinal cord root and enter the paravertebral sympathetic string and finally the superior cervical ganglion[6] Third order neurons from
the superior cervical ganglion travel up to the inner and outer cervical arteries with the pupil receiving sympathetic innervation from sympathetic fibers on the ophthalmic artery after branching out of the inner cervical artery. [6] Ciliospinal reflex efferent branch bypasses the first order of neurons of the
sympathetic nervous system and directly activates the second order of neurons; skin stimulation of the neck activates sympathetic fibers by connection with the ciliospinal center in C8-[6][7]. Ophthalmological considerations: Ciliospinal reflex absent in Horner syndrome due to loss of sympathetic pupil
input[6] [7] Patients in barbiturate-induced coma may be more easily induced c a paralyspinal reflex and may mimic bilateral third crayral nerve palsy with enlarged and inactive pupils or central barren compression with moderately located and inactive pupils[8]. However, if pupilar dilation is caused by
ciliospinal reflex, prolonged glow light stimulation should be affected by pupils[8] However, long-term light stimulation cannot overcome pupilar dilation caused by bilateral third nerve palsies and central brain dysfunction[8]. An almost accommodative trio A close/accommodative response is a three-
component reflex that helps to redirect the view from a distant to a nearby object[2]. It consists of a pupilar accommodation reflex, a lens accommodation reflex, and a convergence reflex. Afferential pathway for pupillary narrowing, lens accommodation and convergence: The afferential input from the
retina is sent to the lateral nucleus of the geniculate through the optical tract[2]. Threads from LGN then project on to the visual cortex. Efferent pathway for pupillary narrowing: Efferent parasympathetic fibers from the project E-W nucleus through the eyelomotor nerve to the ciliary ganglion and then short
ciliary nerves innervate the iris sphincter muscle to cause pupillary narrowing[2]. Efferent path for lens accommodation: Efferent parasympathetic fibers from the Project E-W core through the eyepiece ciliary ganglion and then short ciliary nerves to innervate the ciliary muscle to cause contraction(2).
Contraction of the ciliary muscle allows the lens's zonular fibers to relax and the lens to become more round, increasing its refractive strength. Efferent pathway to convergence: Efferent fibers from the central rectus subnucleus oculus complex in the midbrain innervate bilateral medial rectus muscles
cause convergence[2]. Ophthalmological considerations: Accommodation deficits are usually due to ageing and presbyopia[4]. Isolated accommodation deficits may occur in healthy persons or in patients with neurological or systemic conditions (e.g. in children after viral disease and in women before or
after childbirth). Insufficiency of accommodation is also uncommonly associated with primary eye disorders (e.g. glaucoma in children and young adults causing secondary ciliary body atrophy, metastases in the suprachoroidal space damaging the ciliary nerve plexus, eye trauma), neuromuscular
disorders (e.g. myasthenia gravis, botulism toxin, tetanus), focal or generalised neurological disease (e.g. supranuclear lesions, encephalitis, obstructive hydrocephalus, pine tumors, Wilson's disease), trauma, pharmacological agents and various other conditions. Distriation near light describes the
narrowing of pupils during the accommodative response, which is stronger than the light response, and is a major feature of Argyll Robertson's pupils in patients with neurosyphilis[4]. Disposition near light may also occur in patients with pregenulation blindness, mesencephalic lesions and damage to the
parasympathetic innervation of the iris sphincter, such as tonic Adie, described below[4]. Adie's tonic ripe syndrome is a fairly common, idiopathic disease caused by acute postganglionic neuron denervation followed by appropriate and inappropriate renerving of the ciliary body and iris sphincter[4].
Immediately after the denervation of the injury, there is an enlarged pupil who does not respond to light or near stimulation. Ciliary muscle dysfunction gradually improves within a few months, as the injured axons regenerate and renerve the ciliary muscle and the pupil shrinks over time. While the pupil's
close reaction begins to improve, the light response remains impaired, causing dissolution near the light. Corneal reflex Corneal reflex causes both eyes to blink in response to tactile corneal stimulation[2]. Pathway: The inputs are first detected by trigeminal primary afferant fibers (i.e. loose nerve endings
in the cornea that continue through the trigeminal nerve, Gasserian ganglion, root and spinal trigeminal tract)[2]. These primary afferential fibers synapse on secondary afferential fibers in the spinal trigeminal nucleus that send axons to the reticular formation of interneurons that travel to the bilateral facial
nucleus. Fibers from facial nuclear motor neurons send axons through nerve into the muscle orbicularis oculi, which reduces the eyelids. Ophthalmological considerations: Corneal reflex can be used as a corneal sensation test in patients who are obtunded or semicomatose[4]. However, an abnormal
corneal reflex does not necessarily indicate a trigemina nerve lesion, since unilateral eye disease or weakness of the orbicularis oculi muscle may also be responsible for a reduced corneal response[4]. An abnormal blink reflex may be present in patients with various posterior fossy disorders, including
acoustic neuron, multiple sclerosis, Parkinson's disease, trigeminal nerve lesions and strokes, tumours or syrinxes[4]. There are various other stimuli that can trigger a trigeminal blink reflex by stimulating the ophthalmic division of the tricyclic nerve, including a gentle tap on the forehead, skin stimulation,
or supraorbital nerve stimulation[4]. Vestibulo-eye reflex Vestibulo-eye reflex (VOR) allows the eyes to move in the opposite direction of head movement in order to maintain a constant view and prevent the retinal image from slipping[4]. Pathway: Motion signals from the utricle, saccule, and/or
semiciricular ducts in the inner ear travel through the utricle, vascular and/or ampular nerves to areas in the vestibular nucleus that sends output to the crater nerve III, IV, and VI nuclei to innervate the corresponding muscles[4]. Horizontal VOR involves the coordination of the abducens and oculomotor
nucleus through the medial longitudinal fasciculus. Ophthalmological considerations: Abnormal VOR will involve catch-up saccades while the patient turns his head, and this may indicate bilateral, complete or severe (&gt;90%) loss of vestibular functions(1). VOR can be assessed in several ways. During
the Eye Doll maneuver (okulocephalic reflex), the patient constantly fixates on the object while the examiner moves his head from side to side, and the examiner monitors the patient's eyes for catch-up saccades. VOR can also be evaluated by dynamic visual acuity, during which the patient's head is
oscillated as an examiner by several measurements of visual acuity. The loss of three or more lines of visual acuity is abnormal and indicates that the patient's VOR is severely reduced. VOR can be evaluated using an ophthalmoscope to display the optical disc, while the patient rotates the head; if the
VOR is abnormal, catching up with the saccades will manifest itself as a jerky optical disc. Caloric stimulation can also be used to investigate the VOR[4]. Irrigation of external auditory meat with ice water causes convection currents of vestibular endolyms that displace the cumules in the semicirating
canal, which induces a tonic deviation of the eyes towards the stimulated ear[4]. VOR examination by head rotation or caloric stimulation may be useful in assessing unconscious patients, as tonic eye abnormality indicates maintained pontine function[4]. Palpebral oculogyric reflex (Bell reflex) Palpebral
Reflex or Bell reflex refers to the upward and lateral deviation of the eyes during the closure of the eyelids against resistance and is particularly significant in patients with lower facial paralyzion of motor neurone disease and lagopthalmos (i.e. incomplete closure of the eyelid)[10]. Pathway: Various fibers
are transmitted to the facial nerve. Efferential fibers travel in the eyepiece nerve to the superior rectus muscle to cause upward eye abnormalion. Ophthalmological considerations: Bell reflex is present in about 90% of the population[11]. This reflex is particularly visible in patients with belly palsy, an acute
disorder of the facial nerve due to failure of adequate closure of the eyelids[10]. The presence or absence of Bell's reflex may be useful in diagnosing many systemic and local diseases[11]. In supranuclear polio, which can occur with Steele-Richardson syndrome, Parinaud's syndrome, and double lift
polio, patients cannot elevate their eyes, but can do so when attempting the Bell phenomenon. Diseases that affect the tethering of the lower rectal muscle, such as thyroid disease, or cause muscle weakness such as myasthenia gravis, can cause the missing Bell reflex. Local eye diseases such as
blowing out fractures of the orbital floor, infiltration orbital pseudotumors, and limiting syndromes may show a missing Bell reflex. Missing reflex may be the only neurological abnormality in patients with idiopathic epilepsy, Sturge-Weber syndrome and tuberosis sclerosis. Lakrimatory reflex The lakrimatory
reflex causes the secretion of tears in response to various stimuli: 1. physical and chemical stimuli on the cornea, conjunctiva and nasal mucosa, 2. bright light, 3. emotional agitation, 4. vomiting, 5th cough, 6. zuwn[1]. Pathway: The afferential signals are from the ophthalmological branch of the tri-wheel
nerve[1]. The excellent salivary core in pons gives off parasympathetic fibres that attach to other parasympathetic salivary nucleus efferentes[1]. These fibres run with palate afferent afferents parallel to the facial nerve such as the nervus intermedius and the output to the geniculate ganglion(12).[13]. The
parasympathetic fibers then leave CNVII as a larger superficial petrosal nerve and synapse in the sphenopalatine ganglion. Postganglionic fibers travel with the lacrimal nerve to reach the lacrimal gland and cause reflex tearing. Ophthalmological considerations: Abnormalities in this way can cause
hypocrisy, hyperlacommation or inappropriate lacrimation[4]. Hypocrisy may be secondary to the deafferentation of the tear reflex on the one hand, which may be due to severe trigeminatic neuropathy or damage to parasympathetic tear fibers in the efferent limb of the reflex[4]. Lesions can affect the
nervus intermedius, the larger superficial petrosal nerve, the sphenopalatine ganglion, or the zygomaticotemporal nerve. Hyperlacritmation may be caused by excessive triggers of the lacrimal reflex arc or from efferent parasympathetic overstimulation of fibers. Inappropriate tearing may with gustolacrimal
reflex, described below. Gustolacrimal reflex is also called crocodile tears or Bogorad syndrome[4]. Reflex describes unilateral lacrimation when a person is or drinks[14]. This usually follows Bell's palsy or traumatic facial paralysis, and occurs due to the incorrect direction of regeneration of the taste fibers
of either the facial or glossofaryngeal nerves that are responsible for the taste. Nerves can redirect themselves through a larger superficial petrosal nerve to reach the lacrimal gland, causing ipsilateral tearing when the patient gives it. The optokinetic reflex Optokinetic reflex or optokinetic nystagmus
consists of two components that are used to stabilize the image on the retina: a slow, pursueable phase and a rapid reflex or refixing phase [15]. Reflex is classically tested with an optocinetic drum or tape with alternating stripes of different spatial frequencies. Pathway for the slow pursuit phase:
Afferential signals from the retina are transmitted through visual pathways to the eccipital lobe, which sends pulses to the pontine horizontal view[15]. The horizontal view center coordinates signals into the abducens and the oculomotor core reflexively trigger slow eye movement. Pathway for rapid refixing
phase: Afferential signals from the retina are transmitted to the frontal eye field, which sends signals to an excellent colic, activating a horizontal view in pons[15][16]. The horizontal view center coordinates the signals into the abducens and oculomotor cores to allow for a quick saccade in the opposite
direction of motion to refixate the view. Ophthalmological considerations: OKN can be used to assess visual acuity in infants and children[15]. It will be present in newborns, semi-obtunded patients, and patients who try to malinger. Lesions of the deep prose tract, a region close to where efferent pursuit
fibers pass near afferent optical radiation, will show the directional asymmetry of the OKN response. The OKN response may also be used to evaluate suspected subclinical internuclear ophthalmic ophthalmpathy, which will show a slower medial rectus response on the lesion side and suspected
Parinaud's syndrome, in which the use of a declining OKN target will highlight convergent appeal movements in an upgaze attempt. Okn's response is not fail-proof, however, as attention factors can influence the outcome. Oculocardial reflex Oculocardial reflex is a dysrhythmic physiological response to
physical stimulation of the eye or adnexa; in particular, it is defined by a 10-20% reduction in resting heart rate and/or the occurrence of any arrhythmia induced by traction or trapping of extracurricular muscles and/or pressure on the eyeballs that persists for at least 5 seconds[17]. Pathway: Short ciliary
nerves connect to the ciliary ganglion and converge with the long ciliary nerve to form the ophthalmic division of the tricyclic nerve, which to the Gasserian ganglion and then the main sensory nucleus of the tricyclic nerve[17][18]. The fibers of the synapse with visceral motor nuclei of the vagus nerve in the
reticular formation. The vaginal outflow through the cardiac depressant nerve stimulates muscarinic cholinergic receptors, resulting in sinus bradycardia, which can progress to the AV block, ventricular tachycardia or asystole[17]. Ophthalmological considerations: This reflex most often in children,
especially during strabismus surgery[17]. The incidence varies between 50-90%[19] and children aged 2-5 years are considered more affected due to high calm vagal tone[17]. Although IV atropine administered within 30 minutes after surgery is expected to reduce incidence, routine prophylaxis is no
longer recommended[18]. Retrobulbar anesthesia may block afferent limb OCR in adults; rarely used in paediatric practice[18]. Reflex can also occur in patients with capture after a fracture of the orbital floor. Oculo-respiratory reflex Oculo-respiratory reflex can lead to shallow breathing, slowing of
respiratory rate or respiratory arrest due to pressure on the eye or orbit or stretching of extracurricular muscles. Pathway: Short ciliary nerves connect to the ciliary ganglion and converge with the long ciliary nerve to form an ophthalmic division of the tricyclic nerve that continues into the Gasserian
ganglion and then the main sensory nucleus of the tricyclic nerve[20]. Signals from the pneumotaxic respiratory center in the ventrolateral tegmentum pons reach the medullary respiratory area and travel through the farcical and other respiratory nerves that lead to bradypnea, irregular airway movements,
and respiratory arrest[20]. Ophthalmological considerations: This reflex is sometimes observed during strabismus surgery[20]. It is often hidden by controlled ventilation, however spontaneously breathing patients should be carefully monitored, since the reflex can lead to hypercarbia and hypoxaemia.
Atropine does not affect the reflex. Oculo-emetic reflex Oculo-emetic reflex causes increased nausea and vomiting due to extensive manipulation of extraocular muscles[21]. Pathway: The ophthalmological division of the tricyclic nerve carries impulses to the main sensory nucleus of the tricyclic nerve.
Vomiting in the marrow causes increased vagal aneducation leading to nausea and vomiting[19][21]. Ophthalmological considerations: This reflex may explain why patients undergoing ophthalmological surgery, which involves extensive manipulation of extraocular muscles, are prone to developing
postoperative nausea and vomiting[21]. Retrobulbar or peribulbar blocks reduce afferent signaling and therefore may reduce the occurrence of oculo-emetic reflex[22]. References ↑ 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 Hunyor, AP. Reflexes and eye. Aust N Z J Ophthalmol. 1994;22(3):155-159.
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